
 « The souvenir of  an emotion captured in a scented whisper » 



ANTICA  

OFFICINA DEL 

FARMACISTA:  

DR. VRANJES 

Antica Officina del Farmacista was created in Florence 

in 1983, out of  the passion of  Dr. Paolo Vranjes, a 

pharmacist, chemist and cosmetologist. 

Dr. Vranjes creates exclusive Scented Decors and Ambient 

Scents, combining the ancient tradition of  distillation of  

natural oil essences and the research of  elegance, from the 

packaging design to the bottles’ distinctivive shape. 

At the core of  the formulation of  the essences is the 

observation that some scents remind us happy moments 

from the past or familiar places. These are also the concepts 

at the basis of  olfactory memory and aromacology, a 

discipline which studies the beneficial effects of  essences on 

our mental and emotional well-being.  



Relaxing like tender lavender, energizing like a Sicilian lemon, 

spiced like pungent cinnamon: whatever its properties, the essence 

is the soul of  each of  Dr. Vranjes’ creations.  

Choose among a wide range of  items and 30 different available 

scents, find the fragrance which best epitomize your company’s 

philosophy and make an exclusive gift to your business partners 

or your own managers and employees.  

THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIFT FOR  

BUSINESS PARTNERS, MANAGERS AND EMPLOYEES 

ITEMS:  

Scented Decor, Lamparfum, Linen Fragrances, Gift Boxes, Candles, 

Carparfum, Maserati Fragrance, Extraits and Cosmetics. 



The entire world of  Dr. Vranjes’  essences at your disposal 

Home Fragrances 
(starting from 350 Kč) 

Gift Boxes 
(starting from 600 Kč) 



The entire world of  Dr. Vranjes’  essences at your disposal 

Lamparfum Fragrances 
(starting from 2000 Kč) 

Candles 
(starting from 1300 Kč) 



The entire world of  Dr. Vranjes’  essences at your disposal 

Linen Fragrances 
(starting from 550 Kč) 

Carparfum 
(starting from 600 Kč) 



“Tireless passion and Artisanal research in fragrances and cosmetics”   
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